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Agro Tour with Glimpses of Israel is a unique Tour Package of Indo Israel Tour &
Travel that gives you a great opportunity to peek into the Agricultural advancements

of Israel, along with the historical journey of one of the oldest civilizations of the world.

This tour is designed to include all the important major developments in the field of

Agricultural Technology, from Drip Irrigation technique of Netafim to Hydroponic &

Aquaponic Techniques, from Banana, Pomegranate, Orange, Dates Orchards to Grapes

cultivation with Wineries. Apart from this, the tours also include natural wonders like

the Dead Sea and historical sites like Jerusalem. It is an excellent overview of Israel

keeping the Agriculture advancements in the main focus.

The packages include pick-up and drop-off service; air-conditioned transportation;

accommodation and an experienced tour guide familiar with the Agri Business

sensibilities. If interested in any future collaboration with Agriculture Industry of Israel,

you can inquire freely with our Guide. during the tour and take your endeavour at next

level.
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DAY #1
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Arrival at Tel Aviv, Israel.
Welcome of Guests by INDO ISRAEL TOUR &

TRAVEL'S representative at the airport and
transfer to the hotel. Price of RTPCR Test to
be paid directly by the guests.
As per the current Travel Policy of Israel,,
RTPCR Test will be conducted by Israeli
Authority on arrival & the guests need to stay
in isolation for 24 hrs, until they receive the
RTPCR Test report. 
Overnight stay at Tel Aviv

Stay in isolation
Guests stay in isolation till the arrival of the
Negative RTPCR report. Afterwards, guests
have leisure time in the city.

Overnight stay at Tel Aviv

DAY #2



DAY #3
Netafim - Nazareth - Kibbutz Hukok (Hydroponic and
Aquaponic)
After breakfast, check out from the hotel and visit Netafim

which is the world leader in drip irrigation systems and

agricultural projects. Since 1965 Netafim has been a

pioneer in drippers, dripper lines, sprinklers and micro-

emitters. They also manufacture and distribute crop

management technologies, including monitoring and

control systems, dosing systems, and crop management

software. Then we will visit Nazareth, an ancient town of

Jesus. Here we tour the beautiful Church of Annunciation.

Later on, we will continue to Kibbutz Hukok. Here we will

see the Greenhouses for Hydroponic & Aquaponic

farming. We will have a detailed session with the expert

over here regarding the key aspects of the Hydroponic

way of cultivation and its business aspects.

Overnight stay at Tiberias
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Netafim Demonstration



DAY #4
Cafarnaum - Tabgha - Yardenit
Today we will go for a tour of

historical sites. We will start the

day with the visit to Capharnaum

which is on the shore of the Sea

of Galilee, and visit the House of

Peter, the first disciple of Jesus.

Then we will move to In Tabgha,

we will tour the Roman Catholic

Church of the Multiplication of

the Loaves and Fishes. We pass

Tiberias on the edge of the Sea of

Galilee and stop at Yardenit. This

River Jordan baptismal site could

have been where John baptized

Jesus.

Overnight stay at Tiberias
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Nazareth



DAY #5
Tzemach R&D - Kibbutz Sde Eliyahu (Bio
Bee) - Oren Farms
Today we will visit Tzemach R&D, in the
north where we will see the Banana
cultivation. We will also visit the Mango
orchards there. Then we will visit Kibbutz
Sde Eliyahu to see biologically based
Integrated Pest Management - BIO BEE. We
will participate in their lecture/presentation &
learn about the technique. Then we will go
to see the cultivation of Dates &
Pomegranates. Afterwards, we will move
towards Jerusalem. Enroute, we will go to
Oren farm that specializes in Dates
cultivation and Argan Oil production and
understand the techniques they are using to
optimize the production.
Overnight stay at Jerusalem
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Understanding Hydroponic Cultivation



DAY #6
Jerusalem (Old & New City)
After breakfast, a day tour to
Jerusalem to see the
Panoramic overview of the old
and new city of Jerusalem.
Along the Kidron Valley view
the garden of Gethsemane, the
wall of the old city & Mt. of
Olives. Enter the old city via.
Armenian quarter, Jewish
quarter, Cardo, Western Wall of
Jerusalem and enjoy the
colourful market.
Overnight stay at Jerusalem
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Jerusalem



DAY #7
Qumran / Dead Sea 
Drive through the Judean
desert to the Dead Sea, the
lowest point on earth, almost

1300 feet (400 meters) below
sea level. We will pass
through Qumran where the
Dead Sea scrolls were found.
Later on, continue to the
Dead Sea; Cover yourself with

the mineral rich mud and
experience a float in the
magical waters of the Dead

Sea which has its therapeutic
effects also.
Overnight stay at
Jerusalem
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Guests Enjoying at Dead Sea
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DAY #8
Tzora Vineyards - Airport transfer
After breakfast we will checkout for the hotel
and visit Tzora Vineyards. Located high in the
Judean Hills, Tzora vineyard has a wide range
of small parcels varying in elevation and soils.
This natural variation gives birth to an array
of terroirs, which create wines of great
complexity and longevity. We will visit the
Vineyards to check the crops and interact
with the farming expert there to get the
knowhow of their processes. We will also join
the Wine tasting session that will be the
departure treat.
Afterwards, transfer to the Ben Gurion
Airport, Tel Aviv.

Farmer Interaction at Wineyard



PRICE: $1999 Per Person
in Double occupancy 
*Single room supplement: @ $600

(Net payable)

All the tour in AC Car/Van/Coach

English-speaking tour guide for the

touring days

Accommodation in Twin/Double sharing

Meal plan: Breakfast only

Entrance fee for sightseeing, except for

Day 7 Tour

Tips to the guide & driver

INCLUSIONS: 

Visa

Air Tickets

Travel insurance

Lunch & Dinner

Entrance Fee for

Day 7 Tour -

Jerusalem - In the

Footsteps of Jesus

Any personal

expenses like Drinks,

Laundry, Phone

calls, etc.

EXCLUSIONS:
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• Tel Aviv: BY14 Hotel Tel Aviv or similar

• Jerusalem: Hotel Eldan or similar

Twin sharing, with Breakfast

HOTEL DETAILS

TERMS & CONDITIONS
 

Payment terms:
Advance Payment: $100 per person
Balance Payment: Before 10 days from the departure date

• AC Car/Van/Coach for entire tour days

• AC Car/Van/Coach for airport transfers

CAB DETAILS



Cancellation fee of 10% charged for notification up to 10 days in advance.

Cancellation fee of 25% charged for notification up to 9 days in advance.

Cancellation fee of 100% charged for notification less than 3 days.

No Show - 100% Cancellation fees

Cancellation Policy: On Visa Denial
In case of Visa denial by the Israeli Visa Authorities a sum of $100 per person

will be deducted against administrative expense, provided this denial comes

10 days before the departure date. However, if such intimation is received

within 10 days from the departure date, the deductions will be made as per

below Cancellation Charges.

Cancellation Charges:
In case travelers would like to cancel the tour for any reason, the applicable

charges will be as per the following:
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This tour operates with a minimum of 2 participants.

The daily tours schedule is subject to change in accordance with

government guidelines for travelers during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Tour day order and pick up/drop off timing is subject to change. Will be

confirmed one week before the departure date.

Change of vehicles is required for transfers/pick-up/drop-off destinations

to save time, avoid traffic and delay.

In case someone misses the bus at any point, they have to take the

transport either to catch the bus at the next location or to return to the

hotel on their own expenses.

The Tour Operator is free to revise the price anytime, without any prior

notice.

NOTE 1:



Modest dress is required for holy places.
Passport compulsory for Bethlehem Tour.
Any refund processing will take a minimum 30 days.
The above price is not valid for peak holiday season and Israeli local holidays.
Hotel confirmation will be given only after making the full payment.
Indo Israel Tour & Travel reserves the right to revise the price at any time.
Any dispute subject to the jurisdiction of Delhi when the payment is made in
India.
Any dispute subject to jurisdiction of Tel Aviv when the payment is made in
Israel.
You should bring your luggage with you and we’ll store it in the trunk of the
vehicle during the tour. However, please be aware that we don’t take any
responsibility for any damage or loss. Recommended to advise us that you are
traveling with luggage.

NOTE 2:



Glimpses of our past Agro Tours: Agritech Tour, 2018



Glimpses of our past Agro Tours

Bodoland Territorial Council Members,
Mizoram
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Glimpses of our past Agro Tours

Kanneganti Family Tour, Hyderabad



Delegates from Punjab

Glimpses of our past Agro Tours
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MAILING ADDRESS
D-324,, Sector 10, Noida, Delhi NCR, India

IndoIsraelTravel@gmail.com

EMAIL

PHONE
+972 522 659698 (Israel)

+91 99104 82700 (India)

CONTACT US

IndoIsraelTravel.com

ISRAEL OFFICE
24, Sharet St. Petach Tiqwa, Israel



It is only the farmer who faithfully plants seeds in the
Spring, who reaps a harvest in the Autumn.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

B. C. FORBES
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